Introduction
Computer simulations of a device operation enabling determination of its anticipated performance characteristics are much more efficient and cheap methods in designing and optimisation a device structure than hitherto used trialand-error methods. Diode lasers are very complex devices because of their complex structures and also because their operation depends on interrelated optical, electrical, thermal, recombination and sometimes mechanical phenomena taking place inside their volumes. Therefore, in designing modern diode-laser structures, only comprehensive and self-consistent approaches should be used, requiring, however, complex and time-consuming iterative calculation algorithms. The above conclusion is especially justified in the case of vertical-cavity surface-emitting diode lasers (VCSELs) [1] because VCSEL structures of cylindrical symmetry makes modelling of physical phenomena within their volumes even more involved than in the case of Cartesian-geometry in-plane (edge-emitting) diode lasers.
Fidelity of determined anticipated diode-laser performance characteristics depends on exactness of theoretical simulations of physical phenomena crucial for the laser operation. Therefore the most suitable and optimised diode-laser structures are expected to be designed in the case of an application of the most exact all parts of the laser modelling, i.e., with the aid of the most exact its optical, electrical, thermal, recombination and mechanical simulation models. All the above physical phenomena are, however, strongly interrelated with each other therefore exact diode-laser models should be additionally equipped with a very important and rigorous description of all mutual and usually strongly non-linear interactions between various physical processes.
To improve modelling fidelity, theoretical performance characteristics should be, when it is possible, compared with those determined experimentally. Then any deviation between them may suggest deviations from the some assumed structure parameters and/or some values of material data. Therefore the experiment may help in some adjustments of those assumed parameters.
The most rigorous modelling of the diode-laser operation ensures determination of the most suitable and optimised diode-laser structures for their considered application. However, the most exact modelling from the first principles takes advantage of the most involved exact theoretical approaches which are usually also the most time-consuming ones requiring additionally an application of powerful super-computers equipped with enormous memory systems. Sometimes such modelling is fully justified because expected results are well worth their high cost and long calculations and the technology centre can afford it. But much more often the above possible cost is definitely beyond expected one and then more approximate (but also more quickly obtained in an easier and cheaper way) results are welcome giving important technological suggestions. Therefore, in any practical case, a reasonable compromise should be chosen between high modelling fidelity and its practical convenience depending on a main modelling goal, expected results and financial possibilities.
In successive sections of the present paper, various approximations often used in modelling of an operation of VCSELs during their designing, i.e., in modelling optical, electrical, thermal and recombination phenomena crucial for the VCSEL operation, are described and their consequences are discussed. Besides, also an importance of interrelations between individual physical phenomena is highlighted and absolute necessity of an application in VCSEL modelling of fully self-consistent approaches is emphasized. Mechanical phenomena are omitted because they are important only in nitride devices.
VCSEL modelling
Comprehensive modelling of a VCSEL operation necessary to be used in a proper designing of its structure requires an appropriate mathematical description of physical processes crucial for VCSEL operation, i.e., various optical, electrical, thermal and recombination phenomena taking place within its volume. Equally important are mutual interactions between above individual processes, usually strongly non-linear, creating a real network of various inter-relations. The above phenomena and exactness of their various mathematical descriptions will be shortly analysed below.
Optical VCSEL models
For each cavity mode, optical VCSEL models are expected to determine:
• three-dimensional (3D) intensity profile, • modal gain, taking into account a mutual overlapping between the above intensity profile and the 3D distribution of an optical gain,
• modal losses, from an analogous overlapping of the mode intensity and optical losses,
• lasing threshold from the condition of the modal gain equal to the modal losses,
• wavelength of emitted radiation, • external differential quantum efficiency, • heat generation as a result of an optical absorption.
An interaction between light and matter is described by the Maxwell equations. In lossy (or gain) medium, they may be combined to give the vector wave equation of the following form [1] ( )
where Ñ 2 stands for the vector Laplacian, k 0 is the wave number, and N R is the complex index of refraction
with n R is the refractive index, k e is the extinction coefficient, and r Y may be either electric field r E or magnetic field r H vectors. The extinction coefficient is directly related to the absorption coefficient a
It should be remembered that the above relation remains valid also for 'negative' absorption, i.e., for the gain g = -a. Using the expansion of the vector Laplacian
where, for j = x, y, z, r 1 j are the unit versors, . j are the scalar components of the r E and r H vectors and D is the scalar Laplacian, the above vector wave equation may be reduced for the above components to its scalar form ( )
Optical phenomena are strongly interrelated with electrical and recombination ones, which will be presented in the next subsections.
Up to now, usually simplified scalar optical approaches have been generally used requiring solving a single wave equation with appropriate boundary conditions. The scalar approaches are based on a general assumption of an optical field in a laser cavity in a form of a plane wave. In standard diode lasers of relatively large optical cavities, the above assumption is approximately valid. However, the desired reductions in threshold currents have been usually accomplished by necessary reductions in sizes of the semiconductor lasers' cavities. As a result, cavity sizes become often comparable to the laser wavelength so that the above plane wave assumption is no longer valid. Then much more complicated vectorial optical approaches have to be used requiring solving coupled equations for all components of both the electric and magnetic fields. Their algorithms [2] are very involved increasing the calculation time even by two orders of magnitude. However, scalar optical approaches sometimes give approximately correct results even beyond their usual accepted range of validity. In such cases, it may be unnecessary to use the full vectorial optical model, unless there are confirmed faulty results of the scalar one [3, 4] .
The most efficient radial wave-guiding effect is created in GaAs-based VCSELs by oxide apertures. However, because of too high difference in refractive indices of semiconductor and oxide layers, their desired in many applications single-fundamental LP 01 mode operation is limited to devices with relatively small active regions [5] . Besides, in other VCSELs (e.g. InP-based and GaN-based) such a wave-guiding method is not available. Therefore very recently an application of two-dimensional photonic crystals in a form of air columns surrounding a centrally located VCSEL active region has been proposed. Their optical analysis requires, however, fully 3D vectorial optical approaches [6] [7] [8] .
Electrical VCSEL models
Electrical VCSEL models are expected to determine:
• 3D potential distribution, • 3D current-density distribution, • 2D carrier-concentration profile within the VCSEL active region just before their recombination,
• 3D density of the Joule heat generation.
Electrical phenomena taking place within the VCSEL volume are governed by the following equations [1, 9] • the Poisson equation:
• the continuity equations for electrons and holes: ¶ ¶
• the equations for the current densities j e (electrons) and
where V stands for the electrostatic potential, e e = n R 2 0 is the dielectric constant, e is the elementary charge, n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, respectively, N D + and N A -are the ionised donor and acceptor concentrations, respectively, G and R are the carrier generation and recombination rates, respectively, r j e and r j h stand for the electron and hole, respectively, current densities, and µ, D, and D T symbolize mobility, diffusion coefficient, and thermal diffusion coefficient, respectively, and the subscripts 'e' and 'h' identify electrons and holes.
In the case of modern hetero-structure devices, the carrier transport is disturbed by potential barriers at the hetero-junctions which follow from the offsets DE C and DE V of the conduction and valence band edges, respectively. Both offsets are creating the band gap difference DE G = DE C + DE V . Then electrons from the conduction band meet at the hetero-junction the barrier of the height equal to E C,max and the electron current flow j e is expressed by the Richardson formula for the tunnelling electron emission across the barrier [9] where m e is the electron effective mass, k B stands for the Boltzmann constant, = h/2 and E Fe,left and E Fe,right are the electron quasi-Fermi levels on both sides of the interface. Analogous relation may be formulated for holes in the valence band.
The most comprehensive electrical approach used in VCSEL modelling, i.e., the drift-diffusion model, requires solving the Poisson equation, Eq. (6), for the 3D potential distribution, the continuity Eq. (7) for electrons and holes and Eq. (8) combining densities of electron and hole currents with gradients of potential, carrier concentration and temperature. Besides, in the case of quantum wells, energies of their successive confined states may be found using the envelope function approximation from the potential distribution determined by solving the Schrödinger equation in a self-consistent way together with the Poisson equation. However, it is quite a complicated and arduous task to obtain its full 3D solutions for multi-layered VCSEL structures. Besides, in modern devices, not only a usual over-barrier carrier injection into quantum-well active regions should be considered, but additionally also the tunnelling phenomenon Eq. (9) should be introduced of a relative participation difficult to determine. A simplified approach [10] introduces the effective electrical conductivity of the active region determined from the experimental current-voltage relation. Then for the whole VCSEL volume, the much simpler Laplace equation may be used instead of the Poisson one and a mutual relation between injected and tunnelling current parts is taken into account in a very natural way.
Thermal VCSEL models
Thermal VCSEL models are expected to determine:
• 3D temperature profiles being a result of a 3D heat-flux spreading within a VCSEL volume from heat sources to the heat sink,
• 3D heat-flux spreading within a VCSEL heat sink.
Thermal phenomena are governed by the heat conduction equation, which for a non-homogeneous and anisotropic cylindrical VCSEL geometry reads as follows [ 
[ , , ( ,
where g T is the volume heat generation density. Because of the multi-layered VCSEL structure and some graded layers, the anisotropy (k r and k z ) of the thermal conductivity [11] and also its important temperature and composition dependence [12] is taken into account. Following the thermodynamic approach of Wachutka [13] supplemented by the radiative energy transfer [14] , the density of heat generation may be presented in the following form 
where R nr is the non-radiative recombination rate, f e and f h are the quasi-Fermi potentials for electrons and holes, respectively, and P e and P h are the thermoelectric powers associated with the electron and hole systems, respectively. In above Eq. (11), the first term is the Joule heat generated by the electron and hole currents, the second one presents the recombination heat, and the third one is known as the Thomson heat, exchanged between host lattice and carriers as a particle flow through regions of spatially varying thermoelectric powers because of non-uniform temperature, doping and/or composition. The last two terms represent heat generation, being an effect of absorption of stimulated and spontaneous radiation. Stimulated radiation is distributed inside the laser cavity in the form of standing waves, each of which corresponds to a particular cavity mode. Therefore, for reduction of unwanted absorption of laser light, it is crucial to design the cavity in such a way that highly absorptive areas are located close to the places where there are nodes of the fundamental mode standing wave. Spontaneous radiation, on the other hand, is emitted within the active region isotropically in all directions. This radiation, before being absorbed, travels relatively long distances inside the laser cavity, being many times reflected from its mirrors and crystal edges as well as both reflected and refracted at hetero-interfaces between structure layers. Therefore it is reasonable to assume uniform distribution of spontaneous radiation within the whole laser cavity [15] . There are many thermal effects which should be included in the full VCSEL simulation at room temperature. Heat flux is generated within a VCSEL volume as a result of a non-radiative carrier recombination and a carrier thermalization, absorption of radiation and a current flow (the Joule heat) whereas it is spread within a VCSEL volume and extracted from it mostly as a stream of phonons. The most rigorous thermal model should include also some electro-thermal phenomena, from among them the Peltier effect [16] , being a result of a carrier thermalization after crossing a potential barrier, is the most important one. Besides, phonon scattering at layer boundaries [17, 18] , leading to a strong anisotropy of thermal conductivity in layered structures or even the ballistic heat conduction [19] , should be also taken into account. Additionally, thermal radiation and acceptance of heat energy from heated surfaces by air particles should be sometimes also considered. Usually, however, the standard thermal diffusion model [1, 20] is used assuming all device walls thermally isolated with an exception of a strong thermal conduction through the laser base to the heat-sink and within it. All electro-thermal effects are neglected and the carrier thermalization at layer boundaries is included in the combined formula for the heat generation within the active region. Although the above assumptions usually seem to be quite justified, a possible disregard for the phonon scattering at layer boundaries leads to a considerable underestimation of possible temperature increases within modern multi-layered VCSEL structures.
Heat conduction inside bulk semiconductor layers at temperatures close to the room temperature (RT) is based on phonon propagation, i.e., lattice vibrations. Then the thermal conductivity is limited by phonon scattering. In bulk semiconductors, this scattering takes place at lattice imperfections, lattice thermal vibrations and crystal surfaces.
Modern semiconductor devices are usually composed of many thin layers made of various materials. For GaAs at room temperature, phonon mean free path has been determined to be about 200 , therefore, for layers of such thicknesses, the bulk thermal conductivity data are not valid any longer [17] . Number of layers in modern devices may sometimes even exceed several hundreds. It is a natural consequence of an application of low-dimensional quantum-well, quantum-wire and quantum-dot structures, super-lattices as well as periodic structures of alternative layers, for example distributed-Bragg-reflector high-reflectivity or low-reflectivity mirrors. Then heat fluxes flowing within volumes of such devices meet many layer boundaries between different materials of various thermal properties. From such boundaries, some of phonons are reflected back or scattered in various directions. This phenomenon is a source of so called thermal boundary resistance (Kapitza resistance) [21] , which should be added to its bulk value. Depending on boundary roughness, phonon may exhibit the mirror (specular) reflection or the diffuse reflection, when it is scattered in all directions [22] . That is why in multi-layered structures, thermal conductivity in the direction perpendicular to layer boundaries is considerably reduced compared to the weighted average of bulk values of constituent layers [23] [24] [25] . Besides, a distinct anisotropy in the thermal conductivity is observed.
The above restrictions in heat conduction in nanoscale materials are becoming more and more important in modern electronic devices of steadily increasing miniaturization because it considerably deteriorates efficiency of heat extraction from their volumes. Then the problem of heat dissipation from the above devices becomes a crucial issue in their thermal management. On the other hand, there is actually no reasonable theory enabling an easy determination of anisotropic thermal conductivities in multi-layered structures where layers are thinner than the phonon mean free path. Besides, these conductivities depend to a considerable extent on roughness of layer boundaries. Therefore actually there are available only some approximate methods (e.g. Ref. 26 ) of exactness difficult to estimate.
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Recombination VCSEL models
Recombination VCSEL models are expected to determine:
• active-region gain spectrum, • carrier leakage from the active region, • heat generation as a result of the non-radiative recombination at lattice defects and the Auger recombination.
The microscopic detailed recombination model is based on the generalized quantum Boltzmann equations [27] . The model requires knowledge of the following material parameters: the Luttinger parameters, bulk band gaps, bulk dipole matrix elements, band offsets for hetero-structure interfaces and bulk refractive indices. The carrier distributions are assumed to follow the Fermi-Dirac statistics. The system hamiltonian contains the kinetic energies of the carriers in the hetero-structure potential and the phonon modes, the dipole interactions between the carriers and the radiation field, the Coulomb interaction between the carriers, and the electron-phonon interactions. Then the equations of motion for the microscopic polarizations P ji k , i.e., the so-called semiconductor Bloch equations, may be expressed in the following form [28] 
where
e k i j are the electron/hole sub-bands, k and ¢ k are the in-plane momentum wave vectors, f describe carrier distributions, µ are the dipole matrix elements, V are the Coulomb matrix elements, and i, i' and i² (j, j¢ and j²) label electron (hole) sub-bands. E stands for the renormalized energies taking into account the density dependent shift following the Coulomb interaction and U is the renormalized field including an influence of the attractive Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes. The above is followed by an increased absorption (Coulomb enhancement) and quasi-bound states below the sub-band edges (exciton resonance). The last term of Eq. (12) includes higher-order correlations responsible for screening of the Coulomb interaction and the de-phasing of the polarization following the carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering.
The macroscopic optical polarization P may be found from the microscopic ones
where V is the volume of the active region.
The electron energies and wave-functions used to determine the Coulomb, dipole, and electron-phonon coupling matrix elements may be obtained with the aid of the k×p approach. It should be remembered, that the potential due to charges of carriers modifies the confinement potential. Therefore all calculations of the sub-bands, wave-functions, and charge potentials should be carried out with the aid of the self-consistent procedure using the Poisson equation. Some simplifications of the above complex procedure are possible and they are discussed in Ref. 27 . Additionally, in wurtzite hetero-structures, strong piezoelectric polarization effects should be included [28, 29] .
Carriers (both electrons and holes) entering a quantum well may be captured into its bound states (as a result of scattering events involving other carriers or phonons) or may travel towards continuum states behind it contributing to the unwanted leakage current. It is also possible that some already captured carriers may be thermally excited to escape from the quantum well. If not, they are taking part in recombination phenomena: radiative (spontaneous or stimulated) or non-radiative ones. For sufficiently fast carrier scattering leading to thermalization between the subbands, the occupation of bound states may be described by a single Fermi level.
Radiative recombination stimulated by some incoming photons is a source of the optical gain g. It may be determined from the imaginary part of the complex linear susceptibility c
obtained by the Fourier transform of the macroscopic optical polarization [28] c w w pe e w ( ) ( ) ( )
In the above equations, e 0 is the static dielectric constant, e is the permittivity, n b is the background refractive index, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
The above recombination model fully describes an interaction between the laser radiation and carriers which takes place inside the active region. Sometimes, however, active-region carrier concentrations and photon densities corresponding to successive cavity modes are determined with the aid of phenomenological rate equations neglecting all carrier-carrier interactions. Then the optical gain is determined for a single isolated electron interacting with the electromagnetic field (free-carrier approach). However, to reach the lasing threshold, very high carrier densities are necessary. Therefore, to improve model exactness, additionally the above many-body effects (band-gap renormalization, Coulomb enhancement of the absorption, exciton resonance and de-phasing effects following carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering) should be taken into account [30, 31] , which is quite an involved task, because very many carriers should be included. Besides, the solution needs an additional self-consistent approach since any predicted carrier behaviour depends on an assumed carrier distribution. Then the optical gain, Eq. (16), is determined directly from the semiconductor Bloch equations. In quantum-well structures [30, 32] , it leads to a distinct shift of the gain spectrum towards lower energies (because of the band-gap renormalization induced by the Coulomb interactions) and to some changes of quantum-well gain spectrum (because of excitonic effects). Besides, some models include different temperatures of electron, hole and phonon gases. However, in this case, they usually need some parameters very difficult to measure or to determine theoretically [33, 34] .
In the simplified free-carrier approach, after determination of energies of recombining carriers, the optical gain spectrum in the quantum-well active region may be expressed using the Fermi's golden rule as [35] g e M c m d
where k is the wave vector, m 0 is the rest electron mass, M b stands for the optical matrix element, y c and y v are the envelope wave functions for recombining electrons and holes, respectively, P is the un-polarization factor, L is the broadening factor (Lorentzian [36] or other [37] ), and f c and f v are the quasi-Fermi functions for electrons in the conduction band and the valence band, respectively. The summation is carried out over all p conduction bands and q valence bands with E p and E q standing for the p th -electron and the q th -hole sub-band energies, respectively. In the above approach, the carrier interaction effects are introduced phenomenologically with the aid of the line-shape function L.
In the comprehensive diode laser theory, the manybody effects should be included because of high carrier densities within laser active regions. Using a rigorous approach based on the semiconductor Bloch equations, it is followed by a considerable increase in the model complexity manifesting in an enormous and sometimes unaccepted enlargement of calculation times. Therefore finding a reasonable approximated approach incorporating the manybody effects in a simpler way is currently a very urgent problem to be solved. The simplest method is to determine energy gaps after renormalization using approximated formulae and to use the above Fermi's golden rule, Eq. (18).
Self-consistency VCSEL models
Practically all physical processes, crucial for a VCSEL operation are strongly, mutually and usually non-linearly dependent on each other. The above multilateral dependences are creating a real network of interrelations between individual physical processes (Fig. 1) . Accordingly, threedimensional (3D) profiles of all model (i.e., optical, electrical, thermal, recombination and sometimes also mechanical) parameters should be recalculated in successive calculation loops of the self-consistent algorithm. Such iteration procedure should include not only various chemical compositions of structure layers but it should also takes into acOpto-Electron. Rev., 16, no. 1, 2008 W. Nakwaski count 3D current profiles of the temperature, current density, carrier concentration and mode radiation intensity (and additionally stress fields in nitrides) within the whole device volume. Reaching this self-consistency is especially important for modelling high-power and/or high-temperature VCSEL operation. As a typical example, let us consider very important influences of 3D distributions of temperature T and free carrier concentration n fc on the profiles of both the real and imaginary parts of the complex index of refraction N R influencing the wave-guiding effect within the VCSEL cavity. It may be expressed in a form of the following relation
where n R,0 symbolizes a distribution of the real index of refraction at the reference temperature T R (usually equal to that of the ambient) and without carriers, n fc stands for the free-carrier concentration (electrons or holes or both) and a and g are 3D profiles of optical absorption and gain, respectively. In a determination, free-carrier absorption, intervalence absorption, scattering losses, diffraction losses and so on are included, but not the band-to-band absorption within the active region, which has been already taken into account in the gain determination. The above simple relation, Eq. (19) , carries information about interrelations between various physical phenomena including the index guiding mechanism with the thermal wave-guiding effect (second term) [38] and the self-focusing effect (third term)
as well as the gain-guiding mechanism (last term) [39] [40] [41] . Additionally, in more advanced VCSEL structures with built-in wave-guiding effects, the profiles of n R (e.g. Ref. 39 ) and/or a (e.g. Refs. 42-44) may contain designed fixed distributions of an index of refraction and/or absorption, respectively, intentionally introduced to stabilize the VCSEL wave-guiding properties. Many interactions between individual physical processes taking place inside a VCSEL volume during its operation should be taken into account in comprehensive VCSEL modelling with the aid of a self-consistent iterative calculation algorithm [45] [46] [47] . An example flow chart of such an algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . As one can see, in each calculation loop, current 3D profiles of all model parameters are recalculated taking into consideration current 3D profiles of temperature, carrier concentrations and radiation intensity. Calculations are considered to be finished when changes of the above 3D profiles calculated in two successive loops are below assumed limits.
Discussion
In VCSEL modelling, a reasonable compromise should be chosen between high modelling fidelity and its practical convenience depending on a main modelling goal, expected results and financial possibilities. Therefore it is necessary to choose:
• between exact but at the same time more involved and more time-consuming vectorial optical approaches and simplified scalar ones,
• between exact drift-diffusion electrical model and the simplified approach based on the Laplace equation,
• between rigorous thermal model including electro-thermal phenomena and phonon scattering at layer boundaries and the simplified model based on the thermal conduction equation and an effective bulk thermal conductivity,
• between exact microscopic recombination approach including many-body effects and the approach based on the Fermi's golden rule coupled with the carrier and photon phenomenological rate equations,
• between full optical-electrical-thermal-recombinationmechanical self-consistency and the partially electrical-thermal self-consistent model coupled with the optical and recombination ones. Sometimes very accurate theoretical approaches starting from the so called first principles need equally exact values of various model parameters which are very difficult to be determined theoretically and are practically impossible to be measured. Then their rough values are estimated which completely ruins an assumed exactness of the approach. In such a case, a more recommended method is to use a simpler approach, with some parameters taken from experiments, which in a natural way takes into account all special features of a phenomenon under consideration, even those which have not been included in this simplified approach. Any deviation between calculated operation characteristics and those determined experimentally may suggest deviations from some assumed structure parameters and/or some values of material data. Then the experiment may help in some adjustments of more exact values of those assumed parameters.
It should be remembered, that chain is as strong as its weakest link. Analogously, model is as exact as its less exact part. Therefore it is useless to improve exactness of its more accurate parts and not to care about less exact ones. All model parts should exhibit similar accuracy.
